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We discuss the role of interactions in the modeling of perception processes. Interactive
information systems, introduced in this paper, play the important role in this modeling.
Moreover, the proposed approach opens a new research direction in rough set theory. In
this approach, partial information about the environment used for the approximation of
concepts is changing dynamically in a network of interacting information systems contrary
to static information systems typically used in rough set theory so far. In particular, we
illustrate the use of such information systems for representation of actions or plans, their
(changing in time) pre and post conditions. These information systems create a starting
point for perception modeling, i.e., modeling of the process of understanding of sensory
measurements. We also propose interactive grammars as a tool for modeling interactive
computations in perception based computing.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider perception as the process of understanding of sensory information. Perceiving units will
be called agents. Agents are preforming computations on objects called (information) granules (see, e.g., [90–92,4,47,61,
23,67,73]).
The need for perception based computing appears, for example, in problems of analysis of complex processes that result
from the interaction of many component processes and from control over such processes. A component process control
is aimed at achieving the desired patterns of the system behaviors. This task is a challenge for areas such as multi-agent
systems, autonomous systems [27,76,54], or natural computing [9,25,36]. Perceived properties of complex processes are
often complex vague concepts, about which only partial information is available. Also information about the satisfiability
of such concepts determines activating complex actions. It is worth noting that actions can be initiated at different levels of
the hierarchy of concepts from a given ontology and that a prediction of action activation at higher levels of the hierarchy
is usually conditioned by the perception of properties depending on the history of computations in which information
about actions conducted also on lower levels of the hierarchy and their results is stored. The discovery of search strategies
for new essential properties at higher levels of hierarchy (e.g., used for activation of compound actions on these higher
levels) becomes a challenge and is crucial for the understanding of perception. The values of these attributes depend on
the history of computing (with registered information about the actions performed on the actual and the lower levels
and their results). These new features determine the perception of satisfiability degrees of complex concepts mentioned
above conditioning execution of actions on the considered level of hierarchy. The difficulties of analysis and synthesis of
perceptual computations follow from thenature of interactive computations [16,18,31,87,88], inwhich it becomesnecessary
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to take into account interactions between processes during performed steps of computing (called intrastep interactions [19])
and not only interactions taking place after completing of computation steps (called interstep interactions [19]). These
difficulties follow also from partial information about component processes, from possible interactions between them, and
also from requirements on the avoidance of central control. Hence, computations on granules performed by agents should be
interactive. This requirement is fundamental for themodeling of complex systems [16]. For example, in [35] this is expressed
by the following sentence:
[...] interaction is a critical issue in the understanding of complex systems of any sort: as such, it has emerged in several
well-established scientific areas other than computer science, like biology, physics, social and organizational sciences.
We discuss the role of interactive information systems in the modeling of perception processes. Using a general scheme
of interactions,we distinguish basic information on interactions in time between an agent and its environmentwhich should
be represented for proper interaction modeling. Next, we define a special class of decision tables in which such information
can be represented. These decision tables create a starting point for the modeling of perception processes.
The proposed approach opens a new research direction in rough set theory [38,39,44–46]. In this approach, partial
information about the environment used for approximation of concepts is changing dynamically in a network of interacting
information systems contrary to static information systems typically used in rough set theory so far. Hence, rough set-based
approximations of concepts based on these information systems are changing in time. Moreover, the proposed approach
introduced a new kind of incomplete information in information systems. For example, a value of a given sensory attribute
may be unknown at a given moment of time, but after some period after sensory measurement is ended this value is given.
The paper has the following organization. In Section 2, we discuss the motivation for Perception Based Computing
(PBC) and Section 3 overviews the basic ideas and positions about perception. Basic concepts concerning rough sets and
information systems are recalled in Section 4. Section 5 presents interactive information systems together with some
concepts from hierarchical modeling in rough set theory. Section 6 is devoted to elements of interactive computing and
rough set analysis of interactive computing. Section 7 describes attributes representing actions and shows examples
illustrating how planning can be described and analyzed bymeans of interactive information systems. Section 8, contains an
introduction to granule and interaction semanticswhich creates a step towards a discussion on approximate reasoning rules
on interactions and interactive computations (e.g., specifying beliefs of agents and their adaptive changes). In Section 9, we
outline a first step towardmodeling of perception based computations based on interactive grammars. Finally, we conclude
the paper summarizing the presented approach and indicating some further research directions.
2. Motivation for perception based computing
Perception Based Computing (PBC) methods are needed for solving problems of data mining (DM) and knowledge
discovery in databases (KDD) with dynamically evolving complex data (e.g., stream data sources, sensory data). Another
challenge, making PBC methods indispensable, is a growth of the size and complexity of data sources (e.g., Web sources,
neuro-imaging data, data from network interactions). These challenges, in particular, the discovery of complex concepts
such as behavioral patterns or concurrent processes [65,66], can hardly be met by classical methods [53]. They can be met
by KDD systems which dialogue with experts or users during the discovery process [83] or by adaptive learning systems
changing themselves during the learning process as the response to evolving data.
Another area where PBC methods are needed is the multi-agent systems field. Behavior steering and coordination
of multi-agent coalitions acting and cooperating in open, unpredictable environments [57,58] call for interactive
algorithms [17], i.e. algorithms interacting with the environment during performing particular steps of computations
or changing themselves during the process of computation. The next challenge of this type comes from human–robot
interaction. The problem of human control over autonomously coordinating swarms of robots is the central challenge in
this field which should be solved before human–robot teams can be taken out of laboratories and put to practical use.
Coordination and control are essentially perception based, thus PBC methods are indispensable for designing and
behavior description of cognitive systems and for understanding interactions in layered granular networks [47] where
granules can be interpreted both as data patterns and agents (e.g., robots or mobile sensors). Granules in such networks
which are additionally self-organizing can be also understood as cores in pertinent multi-core computing engines in
structurally and run-time reconfigurable hardware,whichmakes PBCs useful in computer engineering aswell as an essential
part of cognitive informatics.
The presented approach is aimed at developingmethods based on the generalized information systems (a special kind of
data tables) and the rough set approach for representingpartial information on interactions in layered granular networks [23,
72]. The idea of the representation of interactions using information systems has some roots in such approaches as rough
sets introduced by Pawlak [40], the information flow by Barwise [6] or Chu spaces [5,11]. Information systems are used to
represent granules of different complexity and the interactions among them [72]. Rough sets are used for vague concept
approximation [44], for example, in the approximation of ontologies given by experts.
Note that the fusion of information may lead to new information systems with structural objects [72,73,67] or to nets of
information systems linked by different constraints. For example, a family of parameterized sensors may model a situation
in which the sensors are enabled by the judgment module for recording features of video at different moments of time in
probing the environment. This makes it possible to collect the necessary features of the environment for an activation of the
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Fig. 1. Action in perception.
relevant higher level action. Parameters may be related, e.g., to positions of a moving camera. This is closely related to the
approach to perception presented in [34] (page 1) (see also Fig. 1):
... perceiving is a way of acting. Perception is not something that happens to us, or in us. It is something we do. Think of blind
person tap-tapping his or her way around a cluttered space, perceiving the space by touch, not all at once, but through time,
by skillful probing and movement. This is, or at least ought to be, our paradigm of what perceiving is. The world makes itself
available to the perceiver through physical movement and interaction.
The example discussed above on a family of parameterized sensors suggests that the sensory attributes may be fused
using some parameters such as time of enabling or position of sensors. Certainly, for performing more compound actions it
is necessary to use a net of such parameterized sensors inwhich sensory attributes are linked by relevant constraints [34,62].
Hierarchical modelingmay also lead to nets of information systems constructed over information systems corresponding to
sensory attributes. Nodes in these networks may be linked using different information such as behavioral patterns or local
theories induced from information systems in nodes as well as their changes when information systems are updated. In the
former case, the reader may recognize some analogy to the theory of information flow [6].
We proposed to build foundations for Perception based Computing (PBC) on the basis of Interactive Granular Computing
(IRGC), in particular on Interactive Rough Granular Computing [47,63,64]. A step toward this goal is presented in [72,73].
PBC can be considered in a more general framework of Wisdom Technology (Wistech) [21,23,22] based on a metaequation
wisdom= knowledge+ adaptive judgment+ interactions. (1)
In the above metaequation there is mention of a special kind of reasoning called adaptive judgment. There are many
important issues belonging to adaptive judgment such as searching for relevant approximation spaces including inducing
new features, feature selection rule induction, discovery of measures of inclusion and strategies for conflict resolution,
adaptation of measures based on the minimum description length, adaptive reasoning about changes, perception (action
and sensory) attributes selection, adaptation of quality measures during computations performed by agents, adaptation of
object structures, adaptation of strategies for knowledge representation and interaction with knowledge bases, ontology
acquisition and approximation, adaptive strategies for belief changes (e.g., changes of approximate reasoning rules on
interactions), discovery of language for cooperation or competition, and adaptive strategies for language evolution. In
general, adaptive judgment is a mixture of deductive and inductive reasoning methods for reasoning about interactive
granular computations and on controlling such computations by adaptive strategies. In particular, the discussed issues are
of great importance for many problems in the Wisdom Web of Things (W2T) in the post-WWW era [93]. The mentioned
mixture of deductive and inductive reasoning creates many challenges. This is closely related to opinion expressed by Leslie
Valiant http://people.seas.harvard.edu/∼valiant/researchinterests.htm
A fundamental question for artificial intelligence is to characterize the computational building blocks that are necessary for
cognition. A specific challenge is to build on the success of machine learning so as to cover broader issues in intelligence. This
requires, in particular, a reconciliation between two contradictory characteristics—the apparent logical nature of reasoning
and the statistical nature of learning.
3. Perception
Perception [15,3] is one of the main forms of interaction of an agent with the environment. Moreover, this form is
indispensable in the case of interactive systems. Without perception every action made by an agent in the environment
would be blind, without it the agent would not be able to adapt its behavior to changing conditions of the environment or to
modify dynamically its course of actions as a response to results of the agent’s actions in the environment. This is so because
of that perceiving of conducted actions results is an essential part of the feedbackmechanism andmakes an adaptive change
of a course of actions possible.
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In contemporary psychology, perception is understood as a process of perceiving of external or internal environment of an
organism leading to the understanding of sensations/sensory data. This process consists of two stages: receiving sensations
and perception itself. But what does sensation and the understanding of sensation mean?
Modern experimental psychology originated in the research on sensations within approach called psychophysics as
started by Ernst Heinrich Weber and Gustav Theodor Fechner. In psychophysics, sensation was defined as realizing or
becoming aware by the subject of properties of an object or an event that occurs when receptors of some type are
stimulated. Then most psychologists were concentrated on the second stage, perception. In terms of sensations, perception
is now understood as a process of organization and interpretation of sensations. Sensation organization means grouping or
dissecting them according to their similarity and discernibility, or to compare sensations and specifying relations between
them. Sensation interpretation means recognition of objects on the basis of sensations or attaching a unique meaning to
sensation patterns that can be understood in different ways.
To solve the problem of the understanding of ambiguous sensation patterns, Herman von Helmholtz founded perception
on the idea of unconscious inference and the probability principle. Helmholtz claimed that perception results from
incomplete data by means of unconscious inferences: making assumptions and conclusions based on previous experiences.
Inferences according to him are made about the scene that most likely caused the retinal image or event which itself
is ambiguous. This approach was called constructivism since perception results are constructions explaining ambiguous
sensations. Constructivism highlighted the role of the human mind in the perception process.
Contrary to that, the next approach, structuralismproposed byWilhelmWundt, was founded on the philosophy of British
empiricism: perception results from the association of basic sensory atoms in memory on the basis of their repeated, prior
joint occurrences. Thus, perception is totally based on learning.
The next approach, gestaltism, proposed and developed, among others, by Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Khler and
Kurt Koffka rejected primacy of learning in perception. Gestaltism was developed in close relation to Edmund Husserls’
phenomenology stressing the primacy of whole in the perception process. Perceiving of the whole, which cannot be
reduced to its parts, results from combination of some innate structures in human brain with objective properties of
the perceived stimulus (sensations). Results of this combination are emergent properties of the whole which are not
features of its components. Gestaltists proposed also other laws describing perceptions including the law of Prgnanz, dealing
with ambiguous sensations but which, differently from von Helmholtz approach, is not based on the likelihood principle:
ambiguous sensations of several geometrically possible organizations will be interpreted as the best, simplest and most
stable shape.
The reaction to Gestalt was the new approach called the New Look. It emphasized the rationalizing role of the perceiving
agent and the influence of knowledge on the perception. In a series of experiments, Jerome Bruner and Cecile Goodman
shows that identical sensual stimuli produce different perceptual results depending on the subject’s social status. The New
Look pointed out the predominance of cognitive and emotional aspects of perception, subject’s past experience (which was
shown also previously) but also their expectations and emotional reactions to the stimulus (which was a new idea).
While the previous approaches either underlined the role of an organism in the perception process (psychophysics,
structuralism, gestaltism, New Look) or balanced between an organism and its environment (constructivism), then the
next approach, ecological optics proposed by Gibson [13,14], was the opposite. In Gibson’s opinion, perception is based
on the relationship between the organism and the environment, but in this setting the environment is the element that
plays a main role. The environment is characterized by affordances, the particular properties corresponding to what the
environment allows the perceiving agent to do. Thus, affordances represent opportunities offered by the environment for
interaction between the sensorimotor abilities of an agent and the real granules existing in the world.
The next approach which has now gained the widest acceptance in the field of perception research was proposed
by Marr [29]. This approach is computational in nature and perception is analyzed from the information processing
perspective. Marr, starting from Gibson’s position, adopted Chomsky’s distinction between competence and performance.
Marr understood competence in the context of perception as defining what is computed and why. Performance defines
algorithms that will be used to execute computation. On the basis of this distinction, Marr proposed that every perception
system, and more generally, every information processing system, can be analyzed on three different levels. On the first,
computational level, which precedes the second, competence defines tasks of the perception system. On the second,
algorithmic level, performance specifies procedures that will be executed to achieve the tasks. And finally on the third
level, underlying first two, it is specifying how these procedures will be implemented in an organism or a machine. In the
case of human perception, the third level is neurophysiologic. Here the neurophysiology of nervous cells that are attained
to perception should be known, to connect two higher levels to the organic system which process sensory information
perceiving the world.
The approach to perception considered in this paper is wider than studied in the visual perception domain, however it
follows Marrs’s ideas [29]. Perception here is treated as action-oriented perception [2,34] and is driven by actions. Goals
of initiated action help with the selection of an appropriate perceptual interpretation among many ones attached to given
information provided by senses/sensors. For example, by analogy to visual perception one can attempt to construct softbots
acting in Web on the basis of perception characterized by their sensory measurements together with the ability to perform
reasoning leading from these measurements to conclusions about satisfiability of complex vague concepts used as guards
for actions. The guards can be approximated on the basis of measurements performed by sensory attributes rather than
defined exactly. Satisfiability degrees for guards are results of reasoning called adaptive judgment. The approximations are
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induced using hierarchical modeling. Note that, e.g., injecting domain knowledge into a relational database engine [80] will
also require approximate modeling of situation perception by domain experts or system users.
4. Information systems and rough sets
Rough sets from the very beginning were application oriented as mathematical tools for artificial intelligence. They were
introduced by Pawlak [37–39] in order to analyze information represented by information systems also called information
tables. An information system is a triple1
A = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ (2)
where U is a set of objects, A is a set of attributes, and each Va is a value domain of an attribute a ∈ A, where a : U −→ Va.
Attributes defined in this way are called deterministic attributes.
Rough sets were originally proposed for deterministic information systems. However, in various applications of rough
sets it turns out that it is useful to admit non-total information systems with indeterministic attributes, namely attributes
of the form a : U −→ P (Va), where P (Va) is a power set of Va and card(a(x)) > 1. Deterministic attributes in such
a case can be identified with attributes for which the following holds card(a(x)) = 1 for every x ∈ U and a ∈ A. For
example, information systems with indeterministic attributes can represent incomplete information which appears often
when searching for new patterns or constructing classifiers starting from sample sets of objects, which is a typical situation
in data mining and machine learning [20]. This searching can result in creating new indeterministic attributes with values
that are relational structures.
One of the key rough set ideas is that knowledge is based on the ability to discern objects [38,39,41,42,44,86]. In a given
information systemA = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ this ability is presented by the indiscernibility relation IND(B):
(x, y) ∈ IND(B)⇔ a(x) = a(y) for all a ∈ B, (3)
where B ⊆ A and x, y ∈ U . Indiscernibility relations play a crucial role in rough set theory providing a basis for reduction of
information (elimination of attributes) and an approximation of concepts (subsets of the universe of objects). Indiscernibility
relations are equivalence relations so they partition a universe of objects into disjoint granules (equivalence classes): a
partition determined by a relation IND(B) for B ⊆ Awe denote by U/IND(B) or simply by U/B. If (x, y) ∈ IND(B)we say that x
and y are B-indiscernible. Equivalence classes of IND(B) or blocks of partitionU/B are called B-elementary sets or B-elementary
granules. Within the development of rough set theory there are alsomore flexiblemethods of granularization of the universe
(with overlapping granules) proposed starting from tolerance relations [60,54,76,10,26,89,61] (see also [74,42,81,86]). In
rough set theory, our knowledge about reality is based on elementary granules as the basic building blocks/concepts. The
unions of elementary granules are called B-definable sets and also can be seen as building blocks/concepts.
For B ⊆ Awe define B-signatures of an object x ∈ U as follows:
InfB(x) = {(a, a(x)) : a ∈ B}. (4)
Let us note that the following equivalence holds: (x, y) ∈ IND(B) if and only if InfB(x) = InfB(y). Thus signatures represent
elementary granules determined by families of attributes. If the family B is an indexed family of attributes, then we can
present signatures as vectors of values of respective attributes. Let us note here that the opposite relation does not hold: not
every vector of attribute values represents an elementary granule.
Basic concepts of rough set theory are defined on the basis of indiscernibility relations. Let X ⊆ U and B ⊆ A. Operators
B∗ and B∗ are defined as follows:
B∗(X) =

{Y ∈ U/IND(B) : Y ⊆ X} (5)
B∗(X) =

{Y ∈ U/IND(B) : Y ∩ X ≠ ∅}.
Sets B∗(X) and B∗(X) are called B-lower and B-upper approximations of set X , respectively.
On the basis of B∗ and B∗ the next operator BNB is defined as follows:
BNB(X) = B∗(X) \ B∗(X). (6)
Set BNB(X) is called the B-boundary region of X ⊆ U
A set X ⊆ U is rough iff BNB(X) ≠ ∅ (iff it is not definable). Every concept X ⊆ U determines two special definable
sets: positive region POSB(X) consisting of B-equivalence classes contained in X and negative region NEGB(X) consisting of
B-equivalence classes disconnected with X , i.e.:
POSB(X) = B∗(X) NEGB(X) = B∗(X ′), (7)
where X ′ = U \ X . Region POSB(X) can be interpreted as a set of positive examples of a concept X (elements certainly
belonging to X), whereas region NEGB(X) is a set of negative examples of a concept X (elements certainly not belonging to
1 The third component ofA is often omitted if this does not lead to confusion.
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Table 1
Basic properties of B∗ and B∗ [38,39,42,44].
1a. B∗(X) ⊆ X 1b. X ⊆ B∗(X)
2a. X ⊆ Y ⇒ B∗(X) ⊆ B∗(Y ) 2b. X ⊆ Y ⇒ B∗(X) ⊆ B∗(Y )
3a. B∗(∅) = ∅ 4a. B∗(U) = U 3b. B∗(∅) = ∅ 4b. B∗(U) = U
5a. B∗(B∗(X)) = B∗(X) 5b. B∗(B∗(X)) = B∗(X)
6a. B∗(X ∩ Y ) = B∗(X) ∩ B∗(Y ) 6b. B∗(X ∩ Y ) ⊆ B∗(X) ∩ B∗(Y )
7a. B∗(X) ∪ B∗(Y ) ⊆ B∗(X ∪ Y ) 7b. B∗(X) ∪ B∗(Y ) = B∗(X ∪ Y )
8a. B∗(X) = B∗(B∗(X)) 8b. B∗(B∗(X)) = B∗(X)
9a. B∗(X)′ = B∗(X ′) 9b. B∗(X)′ = B∗(X ′)
10. X is definable⇔ B∗(X) = X ⇔ B∗(X) = X ⇔ B∗(X) = B∗(X)
11. If X or Y are definable, then
B∗(X) ∪ B∗(Y ) = B∗(X ∪ Y ) and B∗(X ∩ Y ) = B∗(X) ∩ B∗(Y )
X). To the boundary region one can attach two interpretations (mutually consistent): firstly, that region BNB(X) consists of
objects possibly belonging to X , and secondly, that BNB(X) contains objects where it is unknown whether they belong to a
positive or negative region. The second interpretation is reflected by the following property:
BNB(X) = U \ (B∗(X) ∪ B∗(X ′)). (8)
In Table 1 are summarized the basic properties of approximations. The B-boundary region of X is defined as a (crisp) set.
However, this is relative to the set of attributes B. This boundary region will often change with the change of B. Moreover,
the boundary region is changingwith incremental updating of the information system. Hence, if one considers the boundary
region as the property of the concept, i.e., not relative to the subjective set of attributes used to its description or the sample of
objects on the basis of which this boundary region is defined, then the rough set approach to boundary regions is consistent
with the higher order vagueness postulate for boundary regions [24,59]. This means that the boundary regions of vague
concepts are not crisp [24]. Moreover, sorites paradoxes can be explained using the rough set approach [56]. Thus rough
sets can be used to approximate vague concepts (see, e.g., [59]).
Decision information systems were introduced [38,44] to deal with classification problems. They are of the form A =
⟨U, C ∪D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩, where a family of attributes is divided into two disjoint classes C,D ⊆ A, elements of which are called
condition and decision (action) attributes, respectively. These systems are used in the analysis of decision rules [39,43].
A logical approach was proposed for the description of rules in decision information systems. LetA = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ be
an information system and V ={Va : a ∈ A}. Atomic formulae over B ⊆ A and V are expressions of the form a = v, where
a ∈ A and v ∈ Va, and they are called descriptors (selectors) over B and V . The set F (B, V ) of formulae over B and V is the
least set containing all atomic formulae over B and V closed with respect to propositional connectives ∧ (conjunction), ∨
(disjunction) and¬ (negation). Formulae over B and V can be interpreted as representing some properties of objects from an
information systemA. The meaning of the formula can be understood as a set of objects possessing the property described
by the formula. Formally, the meaning of the formula φ ∈ F (B, V ), denoted by ∥φ∥A, is a subset of U defined recursively
by ∥a = v∥A = {x ∈ U : a(x) = v}, ∥φ ∧ φ′∥A = ∥φ∥A ∩ ∥φ′∥A, ∥φ ∨ φ′∥A = ∥φ∥A ∪ ∥φ′∥A, ∥¬φ∥A = U \ ∥φ∥A. When
we deal with decision information systemA = ⟨U, C ∪ D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩, then formulae from F (C, V ) and F (D, V ) are called
condition formulae ofA and decision formulae ofA, respectively.
Every element x ∈ U belongs to the decision class ∥d∈D d = d(x)∥A ofA, whered∈D denotes generalized conjunction.
Decision classes are elementary D-granules creating a partition U/D and correspond to D-signatures. A decision rule of A is
any expression of the form φ ⇒ ψ , where φ ∈ F (C, V ), ψ ∈ F (D, V ) and ∥φ∥A ≠ ∅. Decision rule φ ⇒ ψ is true inA if
and only if ∥φ∥A ⊆ ∥ψ∥A. Every object x in a decision system determines a specific decision rule:
a∈C
a = a(x)⇒

d∈D
d = d(x). (9)
Every decision system of the formA = ⟨U, C ∪ D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩ defines a generalized decision function ∂C : U −→ P (×d∈DVd)
by
∂C (x) = {i : ∃y ∈ U[(x, y) ∈ IND(C) and dD(y) = i]}, (10)
where P (×d∈DVd) is a power set of a Cartesian product of family {Vd}d∈D, dD : U −→ P (×d∈DVd), and dD(y)(d) = d(y) for
y ∈ U and d ∈ D. A decision systemA is consistent if and only if card(∂C (x)) = 1 for every x ∈ U . OtherwiseA is inconsistent.
Thus any inconsistent decision system contains at least two objects with different decisions but is indiscernible with respect
to condition attributes.
Rough sets are also applied in discovering functional dependencies between attributes in decision systems. Let A =
⟨U, C∪D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩ be a decision system. A set of attributesD depends on C inA, symbolically C ⇒A D, if and only if values
of attributes from C uniquely determines values of attributes from D. Thus C ⇒A D iffa∈C a = a(x) ⇒ d∈D d = d(x)
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is true in A. In rough set theory dependency between attributes is defined in the following way: D depends on C in A to a
degree k (0 ≤ k ≤ 1), symbolically C ⇒k,A D, if
k = γA(C,D) = card(POSC (D))card(U) , (11)
where
POSC (D) =

X∈U/D
C∗(X), (12)
is a positive region of the partition U/D with respect to C consisting of all objects can be uniquely classified to blocks of the
partition U/D, by means of C . When k = 1, then D depends totally on C , if k < 0, then D depends partially on C (to degree k). If
k = 0, then the positive region of the partition U/D with respect to C is empty. It can be easily shown that a set D depends
on C totally iff IND(C) ⊆ IND(D).
5. Interactive information systems
In this paper, we describe and analyze interactive computing using rough sets. In particular, in this section, we discuss
some aspects of information systems in perception processes by agents.
Deterministic attributes can be interpreted in two ways. In the first way, an attribute a is a surjective function onto its
value domain, i.e. Va = {v | ∃ x ∈ U : a(x) = v}. In such case a value domain Va consists of attribute values actually possessed
by objects. An information system consisting only of those attributes corresponds to a closed static model representing only
some information. This assumption was implicitly broken in information systems with real-valued attributes and explicitly
by introducing sensory and perception attributes [69,72]. This leads to the second way of interpretation of deterministic
attributes, namely that an attribute a is an injective function into its value domain, i.e., a is not necessarily onto Va. In this
case, the value domain Va contains attribute values possibly possessed by objects. Typical examples of such attributes are
sensory attributes. Values of these attributes are results of measurements by sensors. It is always possible that the current
measurement by a sensor was not observed before. By assuming that sensors attributes are injective functions, we reflect
on the idea that these attributes are open for interactions with the real world environment during the perception process.
The results of the interaction of attributes with the environment are recorded in information systems. Thus information
systems containing such attributes can be seen as dynamic models open for interactions with the environment which can
not be controlled. We will refer to deterministic attributes which are surjections or injections as closed or open attributes,
respectively [72].
In the case of perception attributes, another partition of attributes is essential. One can differentiate between atomic
and constructible attributes. Atomic attributes are basic in the sense that their values depend only on some external factors,
with respect to a given information system and are independent from the values of other attributes of this system. Atomic
attributes can be closed as well as open. Constructible attributes are complex attributes which are inductively defined from
atomic attributes of a given information system: if b is a constructible attribute, then for any some object x and already
defined atomic attributes a1, a2, . . . , ak:
b(x) = F(a1(x), a2(x), . . . , ak(x)), (13)
where F : Va1 × Va2 × · · · × VaK −→ Vb and values from Vb are constructed on the basis of values from Vi for i = 1, . . . , k.
Sensory attributes represent sensor measurements. They are open atomic attributes whose values are results of
measurements conducted by sensors, thus they depend only on the environment and are independent from values of other
attributes.
Every sensor has a type which describes values returned by a given sensor. In addition, every sensor can be activated or
deactivated. More formally, values of sensory attributes are tuples of the following form:
(v, typ, act, time)
where v ∈ V ∪{?} and V contains values which can be returned by a given sensor, ? represents a situation when a value of a
given sensor is not known, typ represents a type associated to a given sensor, act ∈ {0, 1} and if act = 1, then the sensor is
activated, otherwise a given sensor is deactivated, time denotes a moment of time or more compound time granule such as
a pair (t,∆t), where t denotes the moment of measurement initiation and∆t is the expected time when the measurement
result is returned. For example, (?, ρ1, 1, 5) represents a situationwhen a value of a given sensor having typeρ1 is not known
but the attribute is activated and measuring that value starts at a time equal to 5 (s). When a result of the measurement is
returned this is changed, e.g., into (b, ρ1, 0, 12), where b is the (observed) measured value and 12 is the time that was
necessary for measurement (e.g., in seconds).
Note that one can consider analogously the interaction of actions with the environment. However, in the case of actions,
an expected value of some selected sensory attributes can be given after the performing of actions.
The above change in information system definition has some important consequences. In particular, approximations
of concepts are changing in time depending on the interaction of (sensory and action) attributes with the environment.
Developing strategies makes it possible to control, e.g., the changes of approximations is one of the challenging issues to be
investigated.
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Fig. 2. Sensory attribute. e denotes the environment,Ra, La — relational structure of sensory attribute a and set of formulas assigned to a, respectively. We
assume that the result of the interaction of sensory attribute a with the environment results in the selection of a formula from a language La assigned to
a. l is a label of the environment state currently perceived by a, v is the index such that the formula αv ∈ La was selected in the interaction of a with the
environment. In the shadowed area the results of past interactions are stored, the interaction of awith the environment e is not changing e (the changes of
e are caused by dynamics of the environment only). In the agent state only a rowwith label l and v was added and represents the result of sensory attribute
ameasurement.
In Fig. 2, we illustrate the basic features of sensory attributes. Perception attributes are sensory attributes or constructible
attributes defined on the basis of sensory ones. The latter are also called complex perception attributes. Complex perception
attributes represent higher order result of perception, e.g. some identified patterns or createdperceptual granules. For formal
descriptions of sensory and perception attributes the reader is referred to [72] (Section 7).
Constructible attributes can take as their values relational structures defined over their value domains. Hence, we
consider a generalization of traditionally used information systems [37–39] by considering together with value set Va a
relational structure over Va. Note also that objects in such information systems may have a complex structure. To explain
this we present an illustrative example. Let B be a family of atomic attributes. We define a value set
VB =

B′⊆B

b∈B′
Vb. (14)
This set consists of sequences of values, i.e. value vectors, which are subsequences of sequences from

b∈B Vb. Now, a new
attribute b0 is defined in a way that for any object x, b0(x) = (Vb′ , ri), where Vb′ ⊆ VB and ri ⊆ Vb′ × Vb′ for i = 1, . . . , n.
Therefore attribute b0 is a function of the form b0 : U −→ {(Va, ri)}i∈I . Since not every value vector from family VB has to be
an information signature, then attributes constructed in that way are open attributes.
Relational structures corresponding to attributes can be fused. Let {(Vai , τai)} be a family of tolerance spaces, i.e. relational
structures where Vai is a value domain of an attribute ai and τai ⊆ Vai × Vai is a tolerance relation (a relation that is
reflexive and symmetric) for i = 1, . . . , k. Their fusion is a relational structure over Va1 × · · · × Vak consisting of a relation
τ ⊆ (Va1 ×· · ·×Vak)2 such that for any (v1, . . . , vk), (v′1, . . . , v′k) ∈ Va1 ×· · ·×Vak we assume (v1, . . . , vk)τ (v′1, . . . , v′k) if
and only if vi τai v
′
i for i = 1, . . . , k. Note that τ is also a tolerance relation. Intuitively, a vector (v1, . . . , vk) represents a set
of objects possessing values v1, . . . , vk for attributes a1, . . . , ak respectively. Thus some vectors from Va1 × · · · × Vak (not
necessarily all) represent granules consisting of objects (some vectors from Va1 × · · · × Vak correspond to the empty set).
Therefore a relation τ corresponds to a relation between granules. Constructible attributes defined by means of relational
structures can be used to represent some structural properties of objects, for example timewindows in information systems
where objects are time points. In hierarchical modeling, object signatures at a given level of hierarchy can be used for
constructing structural objects on the next level of hierarchy.
For solving classification problems, decision information systems (called also decision tables) were distinguished [39,44].
They are information systems of the form A = (U, C ∪ D, {Vala}a∈C∪D) where a family of attributes is divided into two
disjoint classes C,D ⊆ At , elements of which are called condition and decision attributes respectively. These systems are
used in the analysis of decision rules [39,44]. Action attributes are decision attributes in decision information systems where
condition attributes contain also sensory attributes and, possibly, complex perception attributes. The basic features of action
attributes are illustrated in Fig. 3. For a more exact characterization of action attributes, see Section 9 below. Interactive
information systems are decision systemswhere condition attributes contain sensory attributes togetherwith some complex
perception attributes and decision attributes contain action attributes. Instead of term interactive decision tableswewill use
term interactive tables.
6. Interactive computing
In this section, we briefly present an idea of interactive computing [16,18,31,87,88]. In our view, planning is an essential
part of interactive computing. Interactive algorithms are adaptive in the sense that they can change themselves during
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Fig. 3.Action attribute. On the basis of the current information about the current state of the agent ag and the state of the environment e, the action attribute
a is selecting an action ac and predicts changes of the environment caused by ac which are represented by granule Gp . l, v have meaning as in Fig. 2. AJ
denotes the adaptive judgment module with the action submodule denoted by AM. The action attribute a is selecting an action ac to be performed (using
module AM, knowledge base KB contents, and the measurement results stored by sensory attributes). Changes in e caused by ac in the form of granule
Gp are predicted too. The selected action ac determines the interaction Iag,a with the environment from the side of the agent ag . Note that reaction of the
environment may be unpredictable and the granule Gr representing the change of e as the result of Iag,a ⊗ Ie (on the component of the environment) may
be different from the prediction described by granule Gp .
computation performing, the next state of the algorithm can be only foreseen with some probability, since every step can
be changed as a response to the environmental influence during performing of that step [19]. However, they should be
differentiated from probabilistic algorithms: once a step of a probabilistic algorithm is drawn, then performing it cannot
be changed regardless of the environment influence. In this sense, probabilistic algorithms are inflexible and not adaptive.
Therefore, the interactive algorithm needs to react even during the performance of a previously specified step. This leaves
an open space for planning: even a very simple interactive algorithm is more like an adaptive strategy than a drawing steps
algorithm which beside this is rigid.
In the process of interactive computation, both an agent and an environment are involved. A system performing
interactive computing consists of an agent and the agent’s environment, more exactly, a part of the environment that is
perceived by an agent. The global states of such a systemare defined as pairs (sag(t), se(t)), where sag(t) and se(t) are states of
a given agent ag and the environment e at time t , respectively. Fig. 4 illustrates how, in the case of interactive computations,
the transition relation −→ between global states is performed, i.e., when (sag(t), se(t)) −→ (sag(t + ∆), se(t + ∆))
holds, where ∆ is a time necessary for performing the transition. A(t), E(t) denote the set of attributes available by
agent ag at the moment of time t and the set of attributes (sensors) influenced by environment e at time t , respectively.
InfA(t)(sag(t), se(t)) is the signature [72] of (sag(t), se(t)) relative to the set of attributes A(t) and InfE(t)(sag(t), se(t)) is the
signature of (sag(t), se(t)) relative to the set of attributes E(t), i.e. signature InfA(t)(sag(t), se(t)) describes a state of agent ag
at the moment of time t , while signature InfE(t)(sag(t), se(t)) describes a part of environment e that is perceived by agent
ag at time t . These signatures are arguments of strategies Sel_Intag , Sel_Inte selecting interactions Iag and Ie of agent ag
with environment e and environment e with agent ag , respectively. Iag represents the planned influence of agent ag on
environment e (and on the agent ag itself), i.e. an action of agent ag while Ie represents an influence of environment e on
agent ag (and on the environment) whose results will be perceived by ag . This includes also predicted results of agent action
on environment e (and on the agent ag itself) aswell as a perception of change of e caused by the previous global state. Iag⊗Ie
denotes the result of the interaction product⊗ on Iag and Ie. Since set E(t) can be insufficient for describing environment e,
agent ag can have very incomplete information about Ie as well as the result (Iag ⊗ Ie)(sag(t + δ), se(t + δ)) only, where δ
denotes the delay necessary for computing the signatures and selection of interactions (for reasoning simplicity we assume
that these delays for ag and e are the same). Thus, information about sag(t +∆) and se(t +∆) perceived by ag can be very
incomplete too. Usually, agent ag can only estimate sag(t + ∆) and se(t + ∆) during planning selection of interaction Iag .
These predictions then can be compared with the perception of global state (sag(t +∆), se(t +∆)) by means of attributes
A(t + ∆). Interaction Iag ⊗ Ie can change the content of both the agent state and the environment state. The current set
of attributes A(t) is a part of the agent state sag(t) and can be changed, for example, by adding new attributes discovered
using Iag . As wemention at the beginning of this section, interactiveness of agent ag is formally reflected by the fact that the
description of strategy Sel_Intag is stored in the current state of agent sag(t). This strategy itself can be modified as the result
of interaction, and generally, sets of attributes as well as strategies for selecting interactions can be adopted in time.
Interactive computing is not performed solely by agents in the sense that also environments are essentially involved in
the computation process. Therefore, the more exact way is to say that a given agent ag observes computation than that
ag performs it, and that an interactive computation is performed commonly by the agent and its environment, namely,
this part of the environment which is perceived by the agent and affects the agent. However, agent ag affected by its
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Fig. 4. Transition from global state (sag (t), se(t)) to global state (sag (t +∆), se(t +∆)).
environment does not passively respond to the environment, but it applies strategy Sel_Intag selecting interactions with
its environment. This has another consequence, namely that agent ag does not observe the whole environment, only part of
it determined by the activated sensors of ag . Hence, in particular, values of not all attributes in a given row of information
systems describing ag are known. An agent possesses only partial information about the environment. It should be noted
that another interaction can also take place, namely internal interaction inside an agent between its components. An agent
can observe this interaction using its sensors, in this case internal sensors, like in animal signals of a somatosensory system.
And, as in the case of the environment, an agent usually possesses only partial information about its internal states.
Interactive computations in our approach are sequences of signatures of global states connected by transition relation.
More formally, a computation observed by an agent ag in interaction with its environment e is any sequence
sig1, . . . sign, . . . (15)
fulfilling the following conditions: for some t,∆ and for any i, sigi is the signature of global state (sag(t+ i), se(t+ i)) relative
to the attribute set A(t + i) available by ag at a moment of time t + i∆ and
(sag(t + i∆), se(t + i∆)) −→ (sag(t + (i+ 1)∆), se(t + (i+ 1)∆)).
Length of a computation Comp observed by ag is a number of elements of sequence minus one, when Comp is a finite or is a
cardinality of Comp, when it is an infinite sequence.
7. Action attributes and plans
Actions are responses of an agent to the influence of its environment. By actions an agent affects its environment while
the environment affects the agent and this influence is perceived by the agent through a perception process. Thus action is
one of the forms of interaction between an agent and its environment. Every action is aimed at reaching some specified goal.
This goal can be viewed as a part of a global state of an agent and its environment (more exactly, the part of an environment
perceived by the agent). One of the main problems connected with a performance of an action is making a decision whether
the goal was reached or not, or a dynamical version of this decision: when the goal is reached. Thus every action planning
should also result in the specification of tools for making such decisions. It is done by a specification of an expected state of
the environment and possibly the agent too. A specification of time necessary for reaching the goal, i.e. finishing the action,
namely the time after which a decision regarding whether the action was successful or not, is needed too.
In our approach to interactions, strategies Sel_Intag , Sel_Inte are responsible for planning. Strategy Sel_Intag on the basis
of signatures InfA(t)(sag(t), se(t)) and InfE(t)(sa(t), se(t)) selects interaction Iag , i.e. proposed action while strategy Sel_Inte on
the basis of InfA(t)(sag(t), se(t)) and InfE(t)(sag(t), se(t)) selects interaction Ie which represents a predicted environmental
influence on the agent and on the environment itself. Since both strategies operate on the same signatures, then for the sake
of simplicity we can represent their result by one strategy Sel_Int , i.e.
Sel_Int(x, y) = (Sel_Intag(x), Sel_Inte(y)) (16)
where x and y range over signatures relative to the attribute sets A and E respectively, thus, for example, x and y can be
substituted with signatures InfA(t)(sag(t), se(t)) and InfE(t)(sag(t), se(t)) respectively. Strategy Sel_Int returns selected action
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Fig. 5. An interactive information system representing a particular agent and creation of an interactive information system representing a particular action.
ac1 together with objective o1, i.e. the expected result of performing that action and the estimated time∆1 needed for that
performance. Action ac1 is a part of Iag , Iag can also influence internal states of agent ag , while objective o1 and time∆1 are
contained in Ie. Both interactions Iag and I_e can dynamically affect each other and the result of such interfering interaction
is given by product Iag ⊗ Ie. Thus the product Iag ⊗ Ie returns global state (sag(t + ∆1), s_e(t + ∆1)). It can happen that
this global state differs from the expected result of completing action ac1 after time∆1. In such case one can apply a quality
criterion defined by a quality measure evaluated on computations observed by the agent in order to decide whether a goal
is reached or not, or to evaluate action performance quality. To define and compute such quality criterion is necessary for
planning, i.e. for discovering a selecting interactions strategy but it is a very difficult problem. Similarly, the main task in
reinforcement learning [78,75] is to learn the approximation of function Q where real value Q (s, a) describes the reward for
executing action a in state s. For solving this task probabilistic models are used. However, for compound real-life problems it
may be hard to build such models for such a compound concept as Q (s, a) [82]. The relationships of reinforcement learning
and rough sets are discussed in [48–51]. For relationships of reinforcement learning, rough sets, and hierarchical learning
the reader is referred, e.g., to [32,8,7,33].
Let A = (U, C ∪ D, {Vala}a∈C∪D) be an interactive information system representing agent ag . This system is illustrated
by Fig. 5. Objects of the system correspond to global states of the form (sag(t), se(t)) thus we assume that the rows in this
interactive table are labeled by state names indexed by time moments from the specified time interval [g, h] in discrete
time T (a set T is denumerable) and U = {st : t ∈ T } where st is the name of global state (sag(t), se(t)), i.e. objects of the
system are names of global states at time moments from the interval [g, h]. Concerning attributes, for every moment t ∈ U ,
A(t) ⊆ C ∪ D, i.e. some attributes from attribute set A(t) represent information relevant to internal states of ag and some
to actions of ag , while E(t) ⊆ C , i.e. attributes from E(t) are entirely condition attributes. Note that perception attributes
of agent ag including sensory ones are contained in E(t). It should be highlighted that objects in interactive information
systems are just names or labels of global states about which only partial information is available to the agent. In interactive
tables only information relative to attributes from sets A and E available to the agent in particularmoments of time is stored.
Atomic attributes correspond to sensors or internal, build-in-agent states and when values of these attributes have to be
calculated they come from outside of the information table, namely from sensors, or they are specified by agent internal
states. Values of constructible attributes, including actions and complex perception attributes, are calculated on the basis of
values of atomic attributes or other constructible attributes, namely on the basis of information stored inside an interactive
table. For the sake of notational simplicity, for an attribute a, instead of a(st) we can write just a(t) but keeping in mind
remarks made above.
In order to represent actions we introduce a new attribute, denoted by ac , where values are actions denoted by natural
numbers. We assume also that ac is an injection of the form ac : U −→ N, where N is the set of natural numbers. By this
assumption we mean that new actions can appear in the flow of time. We also admit notation if ac(t) = n, then n uniquely
identifies the action acn. ac(st) represents an action selected by the agent in time t . In order to represent action objectives
we introduce a new attribute denoted by owhere values are ordered pairs of the form (vn,∆n), i.e. o(st) = (vn,∆n), where
n ∈ N and vn is a value vector from the set
VC =

B′⊆C

b∈B′
Vb (17)
representing the expected result of an action acn and∆n ∈ T is an estimated timeneeded for performing action acn. Therefore
o(st) = (vac(t),∆ac(t)) for every t ∈ U . It follows that ac, o ∈ D, i.e. attributes ac and o are decision attributes. In addition, we
assume that interactive tableA is consistent. It means that attributes ac and o take values in such away that every condition
signature is attached to only one action, one values vector and one moment of time.
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Fig. 6. An interactive information system representing a particular action.
In order to analyze actions we create new interactive information systems specified for every action separately. This
system is illustrated by Fig. 3. Note that every value vector vn contains also information about attributes used for the
prediction of action results, i.e. for every vn such that o(st) = (vn,∆n) there is B′ ⊆ C such that vn = InfB′(st) = {(a, a(st)) :
a ∈ B′}. Let us denote such B′ by Bn,t . For the sake of simplicity we assume that in two different moments of time for every
action, values vectors with respect to the same family of attributes are predicted, i.e. for every n ∈ N and i, j ∈ U , if i ≠ j,
then Bn,i = Bn,j. Thus for every action attribute acn we have family Bn of attributes such that all predicted values vectors
are Bn-signatures. Note that Bn ⊆ C but we would like to add attributes from family Bn to the new information system as
decision attributes, thus we create a new family B′n that is disjoint with Bn, has the same cardinality as Bn and consists of
copies of attributes from family Bn, i.e. for every a′ ∈ B′n there is a Bn such that for every t ∈ U , a′(t) = a(t). We would
like also to compare the condition attributes signatures taken at moments of action selecting an action with signatures
with respect to the same attributes taken at moments of finishing action execution after an estimated time, e.g. to compare
signature InfC(t) with signature InfC(t+n). For the sake of such comparison we will add C-attributes as decision attributes and
analogously, as in the case of Bn-attributes, we create a new family C ′n containing copies of attributes from C possessing
some additional property that for every c ′ ∈ C ′n there is c ∈ C such that c ′(t) = c(t + n). For action acn we define a new
interactive information system:
An = (Un, C ∪ Dn, {Vala}a∈C∪Dn) (18)
where Un = {t ∈ U : ac(t) = n}, Dn = D ∪ B′n ∪ C ′n and attributes families C and D are taken from interactive information
systemA. Fig. 6 illustrates information systemAn.
Note that from the assumption about the consistency of interactive table A it follows that also interactive table
(Un, C ∪ D ∪ B′n, {Vala}a∈C∪D∪{ac}∪B′n) is consistent. However, interactive tableAn does not have to be consistent. It depends
on unpredictable results of interaction. It can happen that the same information C-signature taken in two different time
moments ismapped to twodifferent C ′n-signatures, i.e. it can happen that there are i, j ∈ Un such that i ≠ j and InfC(i) = InfC(j)
but InfC ′n(i) ≠ InfC ′n(j).
8. Outline of granule semantics
In many areas (e.g., biology, sociology, MAS, robotics, pattern recognition, machine learning or data mining, simulations
of complex phenomena, or semantic search engines, see, e.g., [12,20,28,30]), the challenge is to discover (induce) compound
granules from some elementary ones, representing imperfect knowledge about analyzed objects, and concepts, or/and
phenomena in such away that the compound granules (e.g., clusters of highly structural objects in datamining, new features
obtained by feature construction in machine learning [28,30] or coalitions in MAS [57,58]) satisfy the given, often vague,
target specification to a satisfactory degree. This idea has been coined, e.g., in rough mereology [55]. The hardness of this
challenge is caused by the fact that the searching spaces for relevant granules are so huge that efficient searching is often
intractable by using the existing methods and the current technology. We propose to support the searching process, e.g.,
by interactions with domain experts (see, e.g., [7,77]). This can be done by acquiring from them the relevant ontology and
next by making it ‘‘understandable’’ to the system by using rough set methods for domain ontology approximation in the
language of the system. Target complex granules are induced using interactive computations on granules (see [7,72,70]).
Such computations progress through interactions among granules from different levels of layered networks of granules
and also by interactions with often unpredictable environments. Interactions between granules are of different complexity,
possibly taken from different levels of the hierarchy [72,70]. Better understanding the nature of the interactions is one of the
main goals of Perception Based Computing. In interactive computations on granules, interactions can be partially controlled
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[72]. Developing strategies for the discovery of controlling schemes of interactions among granules relevant to the target
goal of computations is also one of the main tasks for PBC.
From a mathematical point of view, granules can be represented (exactly or at least to a degree) by sets often from quite
high levels of the powerset hierarchy. The powerset hierarchy, also simply called the set hierarchy, SX for any set X is defined
by transfinite induction2 as follows: S0X = X , Sn+1X = P (X ∪ SnX ), where n is a natural number, and finally:
SX =

n∈N
SnX ,
where N is the set of natural numbers. In other words
SX = P ω(X), (19)
where
P ω(X) = X ∪ P (X) ∪ P 2(X) ∪ P 3(X) ∪ · · ·
and P 2(X) = PP (X). For example, the von Neumann hierarchy being a construction of natural numbers on the basis of
ordinals:
∅, {∅}, {∅, {∅}}, {∅, {∅}, {∅, {∅}}}, . . .
consists of elements from every level of the set hierarchy. Let us note that in a set hierarchy every level SnX consists also
of all sets from the preceding levels in the hierarchy particularly illustrated by the von Neuman hierarchy. In the case of
information systems we can adjust a little the definition of set hierarchy. For an information systemA = (U, At, {Va}a∈At)
we adjust only the basis of induction, i.e. the first set from the hierarchy: S0A = U ∪

a∈At{Va}a∈At . Definitions of the sets
from the next levels of the hierarchy remain unchanged.
Granules [47,63,64] can have an elementary structure (such as elementary neighborhoods of objects, see: [60,81,86]) or a
complex structure (such as cognitive agents [85], autonomous agents, teams of agents [79,84], complex patterns or classifiers
in data mining, [77,1,68]). Granules of higher order are represented on higher levels of layered networks. For example,
granules representing agents can have a complex structure consisting of many components responsible for, e.g., perceiving
the environment, planning actions, or sending messages to other agents [72]. Coalitions of agents can be represented as a
special kind of granules in layered granular networks. Note that autonomous agents can use complex vague concepts as
guards of actions performed during the interaction with the environment [72]. For the approximation of such concepts the
rough set approach can be used (see, e.g. [38,39,44,86]). Interactions among granules and approximations of granules are two
basic concepts related to interactive computations on granules which will be studied within the project. In layered granular
networks we represent the (hierarchical) structure of granules as well as links between interacting granules. Granular
layered networks will be built over information systems representing granules and their properties.
We put minimal conditions on the nature of granules: granules are labeled by names and have semantics constructed on
the basis of set hierarchy specifying types of particular granules. They can be partially specified. We assume that granules
consist of parts. Every part has a name, contains some value and possesses a type of contained value. We assume that in
addition to values specified by a type of the part, the part can also contain information that its value is unknown.
Let us consider some examples. A more formal approach will be presented elsewhere.
Granules can represent some events like in the case of an unknown value for a given attribute in some time moment.
Consider a granule Ga for attribute awith unknown a-value of type τ at time t = 27 s. It has a name la and consists of three
parts, the first part with name a is of type τ and contains a specification for the value itself saying at the moment that the
value is unknown. The second, with name t , is of type seconds and contains the specification of numerical value of time 27.
The third part with name active is of binary type and contains a specification where at the moment its value is unknown.
Such granules represent events or situations and can be viewed as observational granules and also called observables.
Granules can also represent results of interactions, for example granules interactions. Let G1 and G2 be granules
interacting in the context of granule G, i.e. G contains information about factors which possibly can influence interaction
G1 and G2, information not contained in G1 and G2. A result of interaction G1 ⊗G G2:
G1 ⊗G G2
H
where⊗G denotes interaction in the context of granule G and H is a granule representing a typical result of the interaction
of G1 and G2 in the context of G.
Note that usually the agent ag has only partial information about interacting granules and the interaction context. Hence,
ag can use only approximate reasoning rules about interactions which can be discovered (induced) from experimental data
and domain knowledge.
2 For simplicity, we consider only a special case.
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8.1. Example: measuring of attribute value
Granules can represent also actions. In the case of ascertaining unknown value of attribute a at time t discussed above,
a process of looking for that value can be activated. For example, if a is a sensory attribute, then a given sensor can be
activated in order to performmeasurement leading to find an attribute value for a after some time∆.3 However, in this case
we should differentiate between a granule representing activation of the measurement process (as a result of the decision
making process) and a granule representing the process of measurement itself. Let Gacta be a granule of the first type. It is
constructed on the basis of Ga and consists of three parts: the first two are the same as in Ga and the third one is of binary
type with a name active where value 1 is representing the fact that an appropriate attribute is looking for its value. Such
granules representing results of the decision making processes can be called decision granules being particular examples of
action granules.
Let Gcontrol be a granule representing a control module of agent ag . The starting of the measuring process can be viewed
as a result of the interaction between the control module and a decision made previously that a particular measurement
should be done. The interaction between decision granuleGacta and control granuleGcontrol activates themeasuring process:
Gacta ⊗ Gcontrol
Ha
,
where Ha is a granule corresponding to a physical sensor responsible for measuring the value of attribute a, so this granule
corresponds to the process of measurement. Thus Ha is an example of action granules.
Let Ge be a granule representing the environment. Anymeasurement is a result of the interaction between themeasuring
process and the environment, so it can be represented as a granule being a result of granule interaction:
Ha ⊗ Ge
(g, (Ha,Ge))
,
where (g, (Ha,Ge)) is a granule representing the result of a measurement consisting of two parts. The first part contains
g—a value representing the result of sensor measurement. The second part contains information about the origins of value
g , namely that it is a result of the measurement process represented by granule Ha and leaving unchanged environment
granuleGe whichmeans that the process ofmeasurementwas entirely passive,which is not always is the case, as in quantum
mechanics.
Then the interaction between (g, (Ha,Ge)) andGa leads to fusion of g andGa, i.e. interaction between value g itself andGa:
(g, (Ha,Ge))⊗ Ga
g ⊗ Ga
while the interaction between the fusion of g and Ga and a granule clock gives a new granule:
g ⊗ Ga ⊗ clock
G′a
where clock is a granule representing a clock of agent ag and G′a has the same structure as Ga but the a part of G′a (value
attribute part of G′a) contains value g instead of information about the unknown value, while the numerical value contained
in the t part is t +∆, where t is a value contained in the t part of Ga and∆ is the estimated time of measuring of the value
of a including a time for making a decision about conducting this measurement.
8.2. Example: performing action
Let Gactac be a granule representing the decision that the i-th action at time t should be activated. G
act
ac has an analogical
structure to Gacta , however it consists of four parts. The first part with name ac is of type ρ and contains a specification of
action i. The second part with name time is of type moment and contains a specification of starting time t of performing
action i. The third part is of binary type with name active where value 1 is representing the fact that an appropriate action
should be performed. The fourth part with name real, possibly containing a granule representing (partially) the environment
but at the moment contains a specification that its value is unknown. Such granules are examples of decision granules. Then
the interaction between decision granule Gactac and control granule Gcontrol activates the process of performing action:
Gactac ⊗ Gcontrol
Gi
,
where Gi is a granule representing the process of performing action i starting at time t .
3 It is worthy to note that some granules can be equipped in their own sensors perceiving other granules.
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The interaction between the process of performing a given action and the environment leads to a change of the
environment being a result of a completed action, which analogously, as in the case of measuring, is represented by a
complex granule consisting of two parts:
Gi ⊗ Ge
(G0,G′e)
,
where G0 is a granule representing (most often partially) the state of the environment after performing action i and G′e is a
granule representing the expected state of the environment after performing action i.
Interaction between granules G0, Gactac and granule clock leads to a granule representing the result of performed action
i:
G0 ⊗ Gactac ⊗ clock
Hi
,
where Hi is a granule representing the result of performing action i. Hi has the same structure as decision granule Gactac but
in the case of Hi part active has an unknown value while part real contains granule G0 and part time contains t + ∆, where
∆ is the time needed to perform action i specified according to the interaction with granule clock.
Let KB be a granule representing the Knowledge Base of agent ag . Then the granule representing the expected state of the
environment after performing action i results from interactions between the granule representing the process of performing
action i and granule KB:
Gi ⊗ KB
G′e
.
Granules can be described by attribute logic (see e.g. [44,72]). Formulas of attribute logic are created bymeans of standard
logical connectives from atomic formulas of the form a = v, where a is an attribute or a part of a granule, and v is a value
specified for a. For example, granule Hi can be described by a formula:
α := ac = i ∧ time = t +∆ ∧ real = G0 ∧ active =?,
where ‘‘?’’ stands for ‘‘unknown value’’. It turns out that granules can give semantics for attribute logic. For example, an
interpretation of the formula α, denoted by ∥α∥ is the family of all granules satisfying a specification presented by α. Using
attribute logic formulas we can also specify granules of higher order, being, e.g., coalitions of granules. For example, formula
β := active = 1 ∨ ac = i
specifies a coalition consisting of all decision granules and granules somehow describing action i. One of the main goals
of attribute logic is to express knowledge contained in knowledge base of a given agent. Such knowledge is necessary for
action planning or for control of action performance. One of the main tasks in action planning and action decision making is
to determine expected results of performed action, i.e., to predict how the environment or an agent will be changed as the
result of an action being performed. Such predictions can be made by reasoning about change. Attribute logic together with
granule semantics is needed to construct such reasonings.
9. Towards interactive grammars
Research on perception based computing is made in analogy to the investigation of perception in cognitive science. It
is a commonly accepted view in contemporary cognitive science that human perception is not passive but constructive:
in the process of interpretation of sensory data, some non-sensual elements are involved, possibly including knowledge.
Therefore, human perception as information processing has a hierarchical nature: it consists of a few levels starting from
the sensory one, where higher levels become less similar to the sensual one, being results of applications of non-sensual
elements preexisting in a cognitive system (preexisting with respect to sensations). By this hierarchical nature, perception
leads from sensations (which are always particular and singular) to the creation or interpretation of knowledge (which is
always less or more general) and makes applications of this knowledge in real actions successful. Thus, when developing
PBC we need to develop means for representing sensory and perception data as well as ways of transforming them and
putting them to work in a hierarchical setting. This gives a motivation for introducing interactive grammars.
9.1. Perception function in interactive grammars
In Fig. 7, the main idea of the perception function (called also the compression function) in interactive grammars is
introduced. On the lower plane (level I in Fig. 7), the black rectangles represent what is perceived by the sensor states
of the environment. These perception words are from the training sample. The dotted arrows link perceptions of states with
their successors after performing an action named ac. The induced perception function cf should granulate the perceived
states, i.e., the states from one granule should be transformed into states from another granule. These granules are defined
as counter images of the perception function cf on perception words representing the vector of sensory measurements.
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Fig. 7. Perception function in interactive grammars.
In Fig. 7, the granule 1 corresponding to the sensory word w is pictured by an ellipse denoting the set c−1f {cf (w)}. If the
perception function was learned correctly then, on the higher level (level II in Fig. 7), it should be possible to predict the
description of granule 2 obtained after performing the action ac (pointed out by a dotted arrow in Fig. 7) on perception
words from granule 1. This means that all (or almost all) perception words from the first granule belonging to the training
sample will be transformed by ac into granule 2 equal to c−1f ({up}) defined by the cf -counter image of the perception word
up (on level II) pointed out by the solid arrow. However, we require, as usual in learning, that this property will be valid
also for perception words from the first granule which are unknown in the training sample (not belonging to the training
sample). We denote such a perception word w′ in Fig. 7 by a gray rectangle. However, it may happen that the perception
wordw′r (denoted by a gray rectangle on level I) corresponding to the environment state after performing ac will be outside
granule 2 (defined by c−1f {up}) and the defined by cf perception word ur = cf (w′) on the second level II (marked by a gray
rectangle and pointed out by the solid arrow) will be different than the predicted one up (pointed out by the dotted arrow).
The difference between predicted perception word ur (on level II) and real perception word ur (on level II) should be taken
into consideration in the planning of the next action or in the reconfiguration of the current plan. The perception function
may be treated as a compression function or generalization function. These ideas are encoded in the interactive grammars.
Learning of perception functions is a challenge. This requires hierarchical learning and domain knowledge (see, e.g., [53,7]).
9.2. Interactive grammar syntax
Interactive grammars share some aspects with classical formal grammars and differ with respect to others. As classical
formal grammars, interactive grammars consist of two finite and disjoint sets: N of nonterminal symbols andΣ of terminal
symbols. However, in the case of interactive grammarswe have two types of terminal symbols (in short terminals): perception
terminals and action terminals, as well as two types of nonterminal symbols (in short nonterminals): perception nonterminals
and action nonterminals. Perception terminals correspond to results of sensory measurements made by particular sensors
and can be also called sensory terminals while sensory nonterminals correspond to higher order results of perception, e.g.
some identified sensory patterns or created perceptual granules. Action terminals correspond to atomic actionswhile action
nonterminals to compound actions inductively constructed from atomic ones. Therefore, the set Σ of terminal symbols of
an interactive grammar consists of two disjoint sets (Σp, Σac) of, respectively, perception terminals and action terminals:
Σ = Σp∪Σac . Similarly, the set N of nonterminal symbols consists of two disjoint sets (Np, Nac) of, respectively, perception
terminals and action terminals: N = Np ∪ Nac . Instead of Σp we can use also symbol Σs in order to highlight the fact that
perception terminals correspond only to values returned by sensors.
Instead of one distinguished start symbol, like in classical formal grammars, in interactive grammars we have a set of
start words (SW ). These are sensory words, they are vectors over a set of sensory terminals, i.e.:
SW := Σns = Σs × · · · ×Σs.
Sensory words correspond to results of measurements made by coalitions of sensors. We assume also that there is a special
sensory terminal symbol⊥ ∈ Σs. The symbol⊥ can be interpreted as ‘unknownvalue’ andwhen it appears on someposition
in a vector v ∈ Σns it corresponds to the fact that a particular sensor was deactivated during the measurement process.
Let us note that the set of sensory terminals is infinite, possibly non-denumerable. Contrary to this, sets Np ∪ Nac and
Σac are finite. However, formal grammars consist only of a finite amount of rules. Therefore we need a more general
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procedure than rules, for translating sensory words over an infinite alphabet to words over the finite alphabet of perception
nonterminals:
P := N∗p
where ∗ is the Kleene star operator. Elements of the set Σns ∪ N∗p are called perception words while elements of the set
(Σac ∪ Nac)∗-action words.
This is done by perception/compression functionwhich maps sensory words to perception words of higher orders, usually
shorter than sensorywords but possibly containing sensory terminal symbols. Thus a compression functionhas the following
form:
cf : Σns −→ (Np ∪Σs)∗.
It is adaptively learned from examples of perception–action processes. At every stage of learning process, compression
function cf consists of finitely many examples of the form:
w −→ cf (w).
These examples are in fact perception rules (called also compression rules) of the form (in order to differentiate formal
grammars and functional notations we use short arrows for grammar rules4):
w→ w′, wherew ∈ Σns and w′ ∈ N∗p .
Thus using rule notation we describe the form of compression rules in the following way:
Σns → (Np ∪Σs)∗.
Perception nonterminal symbols correspond to higher order stages of perception processes as sensory patterns, perceptual
granules or complex vague concepts. Thus compression rules reflect an idea that perception processes can be represented by
compression functions, possibly lossy compression. Therefore, contrary to classical formal grammars, interactive grammars
in addition to production rules have also compression rules given by the compression function.
Production rules are of the form:
(Σns ∪Σac ∪ Np ∪ Nac)∗ → (Nac ∪Σac)(Σns ∪Σac ∪ Np ∪ Nac)∗,
i.e. they map words of any kind to words starting from action words. Production rules are rules of two distinguished kinds:
• decision rules are of the form:
(Σns ∪Σac ∪ Np ∪ Nac)∗ → (Nac ∪Σac)∗,
while
• prediction rules are of the form:
p0(Σac ∪ Nac)∗(Σns ∪ Np)∗ → p0(Σac ∪ Nac)∗p0Σns ,
where p0 ∈ Σac is a distinguished symbol called the prediction symbol
Decision rulesmap perceptionwords to action ones and they correspond to planning processes or to activation processes.
More exactly, planning decision rules, i.e. decision rules corresponding to planning processes,where on the basis of perceptual
conditions plans are selected, have the form:
(Σns ∪ Np)∗ → (Σns ∪ Np)∗p0(Nac ∪Σac)∗,
while activation decision rules, i.e. decision rules corresponding to action activation processes, where perceptual guards,
usually complex vague concepts activate some actions, have the form:
p0(Σac ∪ Nac)∗(Σns ∪ Np)∗ → p0(Σac ∪ Nac)∗(Σns ∪ Np)∗(Nac ∪Σac)∗?,
where ? ∈ Σac and denotes a query to the environment, i.e. activating an action of measurement.
One should distinguish between derivations of interactive grammars obtained by using at each step of derivation a
randomly selected applicable production from derivations, called target oriented interactive computations, progressing by
means of a strategy making it possible to select at each step the (semi) optimal production relative to a quality measure.
The challenge is to discover for a given task a relevant interactive grammar, strategy and the quality measure so that the
generated computation leads to a solution of the task. Hence, interactive grammars enriched by relevant strategies and
quality measures are tools for generating relevant interactive computations for given tasks.
4 For describing forms of grammar rules we use also a generalized notation: X → Y refers to a form of rules whose conditions belong to set X and
productions to set Y , e.g. w → w′ , where w ∈ X and w′ ∈ Y . In addition, wX refers to a form of words consisting of word w at the beginning and at the
end some word from set X , e.g. wx where x ∈ X , and XY refers to a form of words such that the starting part belongs to X and the ending part belongs to
Y , e.g. xy, where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
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9.3. Example of derivation
Herewe present an illustrative example of the interactive grammar derivation.Words produced by interactive grammars
represent histories of particular computations. For an example word: Assume that we have a sensory word
x⊥yz.
For simplicity and clearness of presentationwe assume also that a set of sensors is fixed and indexed. Thus word x⊥yz ∈ Σ4s
represents a result of interaction of a given system with the environment by its sensors where x, y, z ∈ Σs and usually
Σs = R. Symbols x, y, z represent results of measurements made by the first, third and forth sensors respectively. Symbol
⊥ represents the fact that during the measurement the second sensor was not activated.
Then we apply a compression rule to the sensory word:
x⊥yz → x⊥yzα.
Let us recall that this rule is a result of the learning process of perception/compression function cf , i.e. x⊥yz −→ cf (x⊥yz).
Thus we get the following word
x⊥yzα
where perception word α ∈ N∗p represents symbolic results (higher order data) of a perception process which generalizes
and compresses sensory information from x⊥yz into a perceptual granule represented by α.
Now we apply a decision planning rule to perception word α:
α → αp0Ab
getting word
x⊥yzαp0Ab,
where p0Ab ∈ p0(Σac ∪Nac)∗ represents a decisionmade on the basis of perception word α, i.e. a selected plan Ab consisting
of compound plan A and atomic action b.
To this selected plan we apply a prediction rule:
p0Ab → p0Abp0sw2
getting word
x⊥yzαp0Abp0sw2,
where sensory word sw2 ∈ Σ4s represents the expected state of the environment after the performance of plan Ab.
Then, an activation decision rule is applied:
p0Abp0sw2 → p0Abp0sw2Ab?,
leading to the activation of a course of action Ab with a query about results of doing action Ab which gives the following
word
x⊥yzαp0Abp0sw2Ab?.
A result of this measurement is presented in the form of rule:
Ab?→ Ab?Absw3
where sw3 ∈ Σ4s represents the observed state of the environment after a performance of plan Ab. Words sw2 and sw3 are
compared in order to evaluate the perception and planning processes and the action performance itself. This reflects one of
the main objectives of interactive grammars: to support a perception/compression function learning process.
And finally the rule representing a measurement result is applied to the last word giving a word:
x⊥yzαp0Abp0sw2Ab?Absw3.
This word represents the history of computation: a sensorymeasurement gave result x⊥yz whichwas processed to a higher
order perception granule α, on the basis of α a plan Ab was selected with a predicted sensory result sw2 which led to the
execution of plan Ab, i.e. activation of actions A and bwhich led to the observed sensory result sw3.
Now a decision should be made regarding whether the goal was reached and the system should terminate doing actions
Ab (since the goal was reached), continue doing actions Ab (since the goal has not yet been reached, but execution of the plan
is likely to lead to it) or change the plan, abandon doing actions Ab and start another action. In order to make such decisions
a new function of selecting strategies should be learned from data, i.e. from examples of interaction histories represented
by words derived by interactive grammars. Developing interactive grammars is a key step to learning selecting strategy
functions as well as in the learning of percetion/compression function cf . These functions can be learned using interactive
grammar words representing histories of computations.
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10. Conclusions
In the paper we discussed some issues for perception modeling based on interactive information systems. We restricted
our considerations to a rather intuitive presentation of the main ideas. A more formal approach will be presented in one of
our next papers.
We presented several illustrative examples of interactions. In the paper, we considered low level information systems in
perception modeling. It was shown that these information systems in the form of decision tables correspond to recordings
by an agent in time with the perceived values of sensory attributes, the action active at a given moment of time, predicted
values of sensory attributes after performing the action, as well as the sensory measurements corresponding to the finished
action at a given moment of time. Deeper analysis of perception based computing will require considering the construction
of hierarchical information systems. For example, the (semi) optimal selected action at a given moment of time may be
predicted on the basis of high level features of histories recorded in discussed information systems. This directly refers to
themain idea of perception discussed in [34]. One of themain challenges of perception is related to the discovery of relevant
features of such histories. This problem will be discussed in our next paper.
The proposed approach is also interpreted in the framework of interactive granular computing [21–23,47,63,64,72,73]
where models of objects involved in perception, called granules and interactions between them are determining interactive
computations on granules. We discuss some issues of representation of interactions as well as (adaptive) approximate
reasoning rules about interactions and interactive computations.
The proposed approach opens a new research direction for rough set theory with networks of dynamically changing
information systems due to their interactions.
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